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This work investigates the structural evolution and the failure of a self-healing ceramic ma-
trix mini-composite [1] under static fatigue tests in oxidizing environment. The investigation
is based on a two-dimensional image-based model of a transverse crack and the description
of the related diffusive-reactive phenomena [2]. In particular, the ingress of oxygen and the
combined effect of oxidation and production of a sealing liquid oxide are taken into account. A
slow crack growth model [3] is used to predict the fibres progressive degradation with respect to
the on environmental parameters, especially the oxygen concentration, considering its extreme
variation trough the crack. Tow failure depends on the statistical fibres initial strength, slow
crack growth kinetic, and load transfer following fibres breakage, which is captured thanks to
an approximate mechanical model. This approach has been applied to a virtual material con-
sisting of Hi-Nicalon fibres immersed in an SiC/B4C matrix coating. Effects of temperature,
spatial variation of the statistical distribution of fibres strength and applied load were examined
in terms of material behaviour and lifetime prediction. The results prove the fundamental im-
pact of the diffusion/reaction processes (healing) on the fibre breakage scenarios, highlighting
the need to model these processes appropriately. Besides, we show that the materials lifetime
has great sensitivity to the distribution of weak fibres and of their relative positions in the yarn.
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